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Described are results of experiments on a fast regeneration of con-
densation and sorption cryopumps. Experimentally achieved regene-
ration timeperiodis 5 minutes and less.
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t.

It is thought that for pumping out a thermonuclear reactor, its divertara
and injectors one should use condensation and soxption cxyopumps which
turn the best energy and high-speed* and overall characteristics OT»r
oth«r. pumping facilities.

But the application of cryoputaps in. thermonuclear d«vice& has some,
problems. One. ai them is the radiation effect on cryosuriaces and
radiation stimulated deaorption or sputtering of coudenaed - adsorbed
<jas«s, which decrease the cryopump efficieacy.

Another problem is the', long-time' trapping of tritium on cryogenic
surfaces^ which results in* the reduction of tritium reproduction and the
increase oi tritium amount and activity.

Thus the possibility of last regenerating, cryopumps and returning
tritium into the operative cycle af the reactor -becomes an important
problem when one designs a cxyosystera for pumping out the reactor and
it* compoaenta. . . • .

W«U known are thermal, .methods for .cryopump regeneration. They
consist in removing the cryoagent from the elements under pumping-o«t
upon which the. latter axe heated up to a temperature.lat which condensers
nnd adsorbents: are. removed from the cryopumps 'with . the hetp :of
additional pumping, facilities. Them to start up the cryopump again ose
has to cool the cryopump down ntid fill it up -with the cooler. '•



Recently the efficiency qt, this method was succesfully demonstrated
with the regeneration ol JET pumps. In that case the total period of time
required for removing the cryoagent and condensate and filling up a new
cryoagent was around one hour {1).
One of the possible methods of pump regeneration without removing
cryoagent is radiation stimulated desorption (USD), since the desorption
coefficients for various kinds oi radiation and various gases reach a
magnitude of 10' due to the very small bound energy oi atoms and
Bxjaleculas in cryoiayers and adsorbents* from 10" • 10 ° eV/at for He and
H, to 0.1 - 0-3 eV/at ior N, and CO, { 2,3 })•.

We have carried onl experiments on. RSD oi various cryoiayers and
sorbents by ions, electrons, ultraviolet irradiation, etc., and found the
pasiioility of fast desoxpliag condensation and aorption bounded gases. At
this problem ariaed in a region of gasodynamics, heat and plasma physics,
heat transfering and other branches of science and technology until
rather reliable principles oi iesorption technology have been found [ 4 j.

Below presented ore results on the fast regeneration of both the
iorption and the condensation cryopump lot case,then nitrogen was the
adsorbed gas and CO, was the condenced gas.

2- SETUP DESCRIPTION

The experiments were carried out with a setup included a regenerated
cryopump having a nitrogen-cooled radiation screen, auxiliary cryopumps
tor pumping out the desorptian gas with different speed, desorber.
registration system*, vacuum chamber, auxiliary pumps, etc.

During- the preparation of the aorbeni to operation the acrption
cryopump was heated op to a temperature of about 4<3O'C. the sorbent
placed on. the outer surface of the czyoagent vessel was heated up to
about 20<>"C.

At this radiatiojt screen erf aitrogeH was beared up to 1GO°C- 120*C.
Radiation effected ail sorptios surface whose area was 340 cm1.

Desorption pulse' duration varied from half of the second to several
hundred seconds. The duration of ultraviolet pulses obtained witir pulaed
lamp was up to 10 us.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOBS

The vacuum system was pumped <mt by external, pumps down to a
piesiure oi approximately I.-W* Ton. Then heating oi a. sorbent was
started for ^ period of 2 to 8 hours ( at a presture- oi .£«!•"* - 10"* TOTT̂  .
Simultaneously the radiation screen w*» heated. After that it was cooled
by liquid nitrogen", and pressure in the vacuum system decreased down to

fr TOTT. ( tbi value bi.preaaare-is da» to the leakage ) . .
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After that the desorber is put onto the sorption element the latter
having been already cooled bat without special'flow input ofthe sorbate.
The results of one of these operations are shown in Fig. 1."
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Figure 1. Time dependence of a pressure *n the cryopump

Curve 1 - The first pulse of RSD without sorbate flow input
Curve 2 - The second pulse of RSD without sorbate flow Input
Curve 3 - The pulse of RSD with sorbate flow input
Pointer shows, that the radiation is off.

Radiation additionally conditioned the sorbent and allowed one to get
PnUi in the system with given leakage without filling sorbate.Then the flow
input of a definite amount of sorbed gas was carried out upon which the
desorber was turned on in the pulsed or stationary mode for getting P^.
Then the sorption-desorption cycle was repeated.

4. RESULTS OF SORPTION PUMP REGENERATION

The results of the application of the adsorption-desorption. methods ore
presented in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Time dependence of a pleasure in Itoe cyyopump



Fig.2 shown the dependence of. Jnrjaefiure on time £«r different
operations at 4 desorption pulses:

1-2 , r'-a, i * - l 7 - gae flow input and sojrptton:
2-3 , 'i-y, J7-13 - ga* flow is off ajid aorptiaa equilibrium 1B

3-4 ,9-10. 16-lS - *uxll lajy ptzrap la on?
4-d, 10-11, 13-14, 19-20 - radiation Is on;
«J-7, 12-13, 1.5-19, 21-22 - radiation Is off *nd 3orptlon aquillbrium ie

to tac tnit l i lAt the points I. ?, IS, 22 pre«3U.t« obtained Is
oae, ?-;i_ , which was before flow input of the

5'. CONDENSATION PUMP REGENERATION

setup -and the m»thcde of th« •axp^riiaeat wers the saxn® a«. In tb.«
case of the sorptlon axpertm«at wttn.only difference tJbat the square of
ctfnden&ation aurfaca WM "\ 1500 cm*.

Ta* duration of regeneration varli»<l dep*nding on th« capacity of the
pumps.

In th* given das-ign 'of th* cc-ndensatl-o-n pump we were act
to allminat^ passive . ar^as of t.h« surface. As a r«?suJt

*iiacts proloaawd purapiag titn<a, which was 5 mtnut-ea.

d.. CONCLCSrOWf . . ' •

ott within
e results •?bt«ia«d' ilra-wr t* conclud*. thAt

tta.d«F stady ajr̂  ra.th.ax- atflciaav and pftvtde pump ^
ratlLer short pertod of time.
Tlt»- o.ap-.ictty of th* *ttjctl:iary r«g*n*rartton. pump c>ius«s tinm g

po&slblLlty •>/ pjanrfarmiag conxpist* o-u-tomatlc control U th«
of
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